Effects of S+ and S- separation on gradient shifts in humans.
Following single stimulus training, responding during a generalization test tends to be distributed around the positive stimulus (S+). However, if participants are trained instead to discriminate the S+ from a negative stimulus (S-), the response gradient often shifts away from the S- and toward the opposite end of the stimulus continuum. In this experiment, the author examined the basis of gradient shifts with 72 college undergraduates. The research especially examined how gradient shifts are affected by the physical similarity of the S+ and the S- and by the ease with which the two stimuli can be compared. For the former manipulation, the author randomly assigned participants to either a control condition in which only the S+ was shown or a discrimination condition in which the S- was either near to or far from the S+ on the continuum. For the latter manipulation, the author randomly assigned participants to a condition in which S+ and S- presentations were separated by intervals of 1, 15, or 30 s. The results showed that marked shifts occurred when the S+ and S- were relatively similar, but temporal separations did not affect responding.